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For years, clients and estate plan-
ners alike have sought estate
planning’s Holy Grail, a vehicle
that would allow the client to re-
tain control while removing assets
from the estate and achieving in-
come tax savings. Qualified
tuition programs (QTPs), other-
wise known as Code Sec. 529
plans, may not be a veritable Holy
Grail, but they are a unique, flex-
ible estate planning tool
complementing other time-hon-
ored planning strategies.

History
The current QTPs can be traced
back to 1986, when the state of
Michigan started a tuition pro-
gram. Under the plan, parents of
Michigan students could deposit
a fixed amount into the Michigan
Education Trust and would be
guaranteed to have future tuition
costs covered. This payment was
refundable upon the child’s
death, the child’s failure to secure
admission to a Michigan state
university or the child’s certifying
that he or she would not be at-
tending college.

Michigan was concerned about
the tax implications of the plan
and sought a private letter ruling.1

Despite an unfavorable letter rul-
ing, Michigan went forward with
the program and challenged the
IRS in court.2 The problems en-
countered by the Michigan
program prompted the inclusion
of Code Sec. 529 by the Small
Business Job Protection Act of
1996.3 Already, several changes
have been made to Code Sec. 529,
including those made by the Tax-
payer Relief Act of 1997 (TRA)4

and the Economic Growth and Tax
Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001
(EGTRRA).5

Overview
Code Sec. 529 provides that QTPs
are exempt from taxation.6 As a
result, the earnings on contribu-
tions to a QTP grow free from tax,
as in a charitable remainder trust
(CRT) or a Roth IRA (ROTH). Like
CRTs, QTPs are subject to tax on
unrelated business income
(UBIT).7 Distributions from QTPs
are not included in income as long
as they are for qualified higher
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education expenses. Further, gifts
to QTPs qualify for the present
interest annual exclusion for both
gift and generation-skipping trans-
fer (GST) tax purposes.8 In fact, the
contributor can use five years of
annual exclusions up front, sub-
ject to partial inclusion if not
surviving the term.9 The transfers
are deemed to be a completed gift
and qualifying for the annual ex-
clusion even though the transferor
can substitute beneficiaries or get
the funds back.

Code Sec. 529 sets certain re-
quirements that programs must
meet in order to gain preferential
tax treatment. However, programs
can and do vary significantly from
state to state and even within a
state. Programs can be and fre-
quently are more restrictive than
Code Sec. 529 mandates.

Generally, QTPs may have the
following advantages, which will
be discussed more fully below:
■ Earnings can be federal in-

come tax exempt.
■ Earnings can be state income

tax exempt or deferred.
■ The contributor can use up to

five years of annual exclusions
up front.

■ Contributions qualifying for
the gift tax annual exclusion
also qualify for the GST an-
nual exclusion.

■ The account owner maintains
control over the identity of the
beneficiary.

■ The account owner can with-
draw the funds.

■ If the student is not the ac-
count owner, the assets may
not impact the student’s eligi-
bility for financial aid.

■ The account owner, and not
the beneficiary, has control
over the timing and extent of
distributions.

■ Contributions may qualify for
a state income tax deduction.

Generally, QTPs may have the
following disadvantages, which
are discussed more fully below:
■ Qualified distributions are

only for qualified higher edu-
cation expenses.

■ Nonqualified distributions
may incur a 10-percent pen-
alty tax.

■ The account owner has only
limited, indirect control of the
investments.

■ Changes in beneficiary des-
ignation, rollover, etc., can
pose traps.

■ The assets may be included in
the beneficiary’s estate at
death.

■ EGTRRA sunset—The federal
tax exemption of earnings and
the inclusion of cousins as
“members of the family” were
added as part of EGTRRA and
therefore sunset after 2010.

■ This is a relatively new area of
law with some uncertainties.

Statutory
Requirements
QTPs are creatures of statute and
must meet specific statutory re-
quirements in order to get the
favored treatment under the Inter-
nal Revenue Code. However,
individual plans may have rules
more restrictive than required un-
der federal law. In reality, QTP
rules vary considerably.

A QTP is a program that is estab-
lished and maintained either by (1)
a state or agency or instrumental-
ity of the state,10 or (2) one or more
“eligible educational institutions.”11

An “eligible educational institu-
tion” is one “described in Section
481 of the Higher Education Act
of 1965 [20 USC § 1088] as in ef-
fect on August 5, 1997, and which
is eligible to participate in a pro-
gram under title IV of that Act.”12

In other words, an institution quali-
fies if it qualifies for its students to
receive federal financial aid, such
as Pell grants, Perkins loans and
other federal loan programs.13

There are two types of programs
regardless of the offering entity: (1)
tuition credits, commonly known
as prepaid tuition programs, and
(2) educational savings account
(ESA) programs.14

With a prepaid tuition program,
a person purchases tuition credits
in advance based on today’s costs
and an expected modest invest-
ment return. The program allows
a person to be guaranteed against
future tuition increases. The tuition
credits can be used only at speci-
fied schools, typically schools in
that state’s public system. While
the prepaid tuition program might
work out under some circum-
stances, the ESA seems to be more
flexible and is the favored vehicle
in most circumstances.

An ESA is an account to which
contributions are made to pay for
qualified educational expenses for
the designated beneficiary of the
account. There is no requirement
that the funds actually be used for
educational purposes.

Contributions and
Distributions
The contribution must be cash15

and may not be made in stock or
other property. If the donor has
such property, he or she must sell
the property and recognize any
gain prior to contributing the pro-
ceeds. Once the contribution has
been made, the account owner
may not directly or indirectly par-
ticipate in investment decisions.16

The owner can choose the initial
investment options upon estab-
lishing the plan17 and may change
investment options annually or
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upon a change in beneficiary des-
ignation.18 However, the program
may only allow the account own-
ers to select from broad
investment strategies designed by
the program and it must establish
procedures and maintain records
to prevent the account owner from
changing more frequently than
annually. Finally, the owner can
roll the funds from that plan to the
plan of another state once per
year.19 The account owner cannot
pledge or otherwise use the ac-
count assets as collateral.20

The program must not allow
contributions in excess of those
reasonably necessary to fund the
beneficiary’s qualified higher edu-
cation expenses.21 Plans set
specified limits, such as a cumu-
lative cap on contributions or a
prohibition on contributions once
an account exceeds a certain bal-
ance.22 While the intent of the
regulations is to prevent accumu-
lating more funds than necessary
for the beneficiary, they do not
require the plan to consider funds
in other QTPs, and the plans do
not do so.

Income Taxation

Contributions to a QTP do not
qualify for a federal income tax
deduction. However, the plan is
a tax-exempt entity, like an IRA
or CRT. As such, the income
earned inside the plan is not cur-
rently taxable. The power of this
tax deferral is illustrated by the
following example.

Example 1. A sets aside
$50,000 for her child’s future
college and graduate educa-
tion expenses. Assumptions:
10-percent pre-tax rate of re-
turn, earnings are currently
recognized as one-half ordi-
nary income and one-half
long-term capital gain, mar-

ginal combined federal and
state income tax rate will be
30 percent (37 percent for or-
dinary income and 23 percent
for long-term capital gain). If
A invests the funds in a segre-
gated account, A would have
$169,000 saved for her child’s
education after 18 years. If A
contributes the funds to a QTP,
the account would have
grown to $278,000 using the
same assumptions.

Prior to 2002, income became
taxable to the beneficiary upon
distribution. In other words,
QTP was treated much like a
nondeductible IRA. However, in
the wake of
EGTRRA, distri-
butions for
qualified higher
education ex-
penses are
general ly not
subject to fed-
eral  income
taxation.23 Now,
to the extent the
d i s t r i b u t i o n s
will be qualified, a QTP is more
like a ROTH: There is no deduc-
tion for a contribution and the
income earned in the plan es-
capes tax entirely.

“Qualified higher education ex-
penses” may include expenses
incurred while attending under-
graduate, graduate, professional or
even vocational schools. The ex-
pense must be related to an
eligible educational institution and
must be made for tuition, fees,
books, supplies and equipment.24

Expenses for special needs ser-
vices qualify if a special needs
beneficiary is the student.25 Room
and board expenses are also quali-
fied expenses if the beneficiary
carries a load of at least one-half
full-time. If the student is not in

school-owned housing, the room
and board expenses are limited by
the amount allowable for federal
loan purposes.26 The withdrawals
from the plan must occur in the
same tax year in which the ex-
penses were paid.

Nonqualified distributions are
taxed pursuant to the annuity rules
of Code Sec. 72.27 Each distribu-
tion is treated as having two
distinct components: contribu-
tions (principal) and earnings.28

The earnings portion of the ac-
count is the total account value
less the contribution portion.29 The
taxable portion of the distribution
is the total distribution multiplied
by the earnings ratio.30 To the ex-

tent earnings are distributed, they
are taxed at ordinary income rates,
even though the earnings may be
entirely attributable to gains,
whether recognized or not, in
capital assets, just as with an IRA.

In addition to inclusion in in-
come, there is a 10-percent
penalty excise tax unless the funds
are (1) used for qualified educa-
tion expenses for the designated
beneficiary, (2) refunded on ac-
count of the death or disability of
the designated beneficiary, or (3)
refunded due to and not exceed-
ing a scholarship received by the
beneficiary.31

There is an interesting planning
opportunity available for clients
who have a QTP with a loss. If the
client makes a complete liquida-

To the extent the proposed regulation is
interpreted by the IRS to cause inclusion
for the beneficiary where the assets are

not actually distributed to the beneficiary
or the beneficiary’s estate, the proposed

regulation should be invalid.
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tion of the account, he or she can
deduct losses to the extent total
distributions are less than unre-
covered basis.32 However, the
deduction is subject to the two-
percent floor for miscellaneous
deductions. Further, the assets
would be back in the QTP owner’s
estate for transfer tax purposes.

Approximately one-half of the
states provide an income tax de-
duction for contributions to QTPs.
Typically, the state requires that the
taxpayer be a resident and use the
state’s own QTP. For example, Illi-
nois provides an unlimited income
tax deduction. Other states provide
a limited income tax deduction.
Many states, including New York
and Illinois, are examining recap-
turing the income tax deduction if
funds are rolled over from the
state’s plan to another plan.

States vary regarding the taxa-
tion of qualified distributions.
But state income taxation, if lev-
ied at all, is levied at the time of
distribution. For this purpose, the
state of interest is not the state
where the account owner resides
or where the plan was set up, it
is where the beneficiary resides.
This is logical because to the ex-
tent such distributions are taxed,
they are included in the
beneficiary’s income. Of course,
some states have no income tax.
Other states have income tax
systems tied to the federal sys-
tem. Because qualif ied
distributions from QTPs do not
increase federal adjusted gross
income, the distributions do not
increase gross income for state
purposes. However, at least one
state, Illinois, has enacted legis-
lation causing even qualified
distributions to be taxable, un-
less the distributions come from
that state’s own QTP. This com-
plicates planning because it may
be difficult to predict where a

beneficiary might be living at the
time of distributions.

State taxation of nonqualified
distributions should be taxable in
accordance with the calculation
for federal income tax purposes to
the extent the state is tied to the
federal system. Prior to EGTRRA,
the state plans were required to
impose a penalty on most
nonqualified distributions. While
federal law no longer requires the
plan to impose an additional pen-
alty, neither does it prevent them
from doing so.

Transfer Taxation

The account owner has nearly
complete power over the account,
including the power to revoke the
account and change the benefi-
ciary. Such powers would
normally result in the gift being
incomplete.33 However, due to a
special override of the general
rule, contributions to a QTP are
treated as completed gifts from the
account owner to the beneficiary
that qualify for the present inter-
est annual exclusion of Code Sec.
2503(b).34 The transfers also
qualify for the GST annual exclu-
sion.35 Further, the account owner
can elect36 to treat the contribu-
tion as having been made ratably
over a five-year period beginning
in the year the contribution was
actually made. Thus, the account
owner can make a contribution
this year and use future annual
exclusions to cover it.37

It appears that contributions to
QTPs do not qualify for the un-
limited exclusion for payments for
tuition paid directly to an educa-
tional provider under Code Sec.
2503(e). The plan is not the edu-
cational provider itself, as required
in the statute. Secondly, at least in
the case of ESAs, the plan assets
may be used for expenses other
than tuition.

Because the account owner may
revoke the plan at any time, nor-
mally the assets in the plan would
be included in his or her estate un-
der Code Sec. 2038. However, as
with the gift tax, Code Sec. 529 over-
rides the general rule and prevents
such assets from being included in
the account owner’s estate except
under one narrow exception.38 To
the extent the account owner had
elected to treat a contribution as
having been made ratably over a
five-year period, there may be es-
tate tax inclusion. However, only
the contributions allocable to cal-
endar years after the year of death
are included in the estate.39 Note
none of the growth on the contri-
butions allocable to those years is
included in the estate.

 Code Sec. 529 only overrides
the basic estate taxation scheme to
prevent inclusion in the estate of
an account owner. The statute does
not cause inclusion where none
previously existed. Accordingly,
the normal analysis should apply
to determine if the account should
be included in the estate of the
beneficiary.40 Therefore, unless the
assets in the plan are actually paid
to the beneficiary during life or to
the beneficiary’s estate at death,
there should be no inclusion.

However, according to the pro-
posed regulations, “the gross estate
of a designated beneficiary of a
[QTP] includes the value of any in-
terest in the [QTP].”41 The proposed
regulations do not define a
beneficiary’s interest. Presumably,
the beneficiary only has a taxable
“interest” if he or she would have
taxation under basic estate tax con-
cepts. To the extent the proposed
regulation is interpreted by the IRS
to cause inclusion for the beneficiary
where the assets are not actually dis-
tributed to the beneficiary or the
beneficiary’s estate, the proposed
regulation should be invalid.
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Asset Protection
The QTP must prohibit the plan
assets from being used as security
for a loan.42 However, this does
not necessarily preclude a credi-
tor of the account owner from
attaching the assets. Some states
provide statutory protection from
creditors’ claims on QTPs. For
example, the Maine statute spe-
cifically excludes QTP assets from
execution or levy by the creditors
of either the account owner or
beneficiary.43 Other states with
protection include Alaska, Colo-
rado, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Nebraska, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Virginia and Wiscon-
sin. A QTP may have a spendthrift
provision that may be effective.

Other states have no statutory
protection.44 In the absence of
statutory protection and QTP
spendthrift provisions, the assets
would be part of the bankruptcy
estate and attachable by creditors.45

Financial Aid Planning

Financial aid is determined after
completion of the Free Application
for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA).
Based on this FAFSA, the institu-
tion determines the student’s
expected family contribution (EFC).
The EFC includes 50 percent of the
student’s income and 35 percent
of the student’s assets. There are
some allowances for expenses.
Some of the parents’ income and
5.6 percent of the parents’ assets,
excluding the family home, are in-
cluded in the EFC. A QTP is
considered an asset of the account
owner. This may be illustrated by
the following example.

Example 2. Student S is the
beneficiary of a QTP with a
balance of $100,000. If S were
the account owner, $35,000
of the QTP would be counted
towards the EFC. If S’s parent,

P, were the account owner,
only $5,600 (5.6 percent of
$100,000) would be included
in the EFC. If S’s grandparent,
G, were the account owner,
none of the funds would be
considered part of the EFC.

Some state financial aid pro-
grams, like Illinois, do not consider
assets in that state’s own QTP as
countable assets, while they do
count assets in other states’ pro-
grams towards the EFC. This is a
factor to consider when choosing
a plan or planning for financial aid.
Further, states vary regarding the
treatment of distributions as in-
come of the beneficiary.

Medicaid Planning

It appears likely that a QTP would
be a countable asset of the ac-
count owner for Medicaid/SSI
purposes. Because the account
owner has unbridled discretion to
take a distribution from the ac-
count, it is likely states would
consider it to be a countable as-
set. Thus, while making a
grandparent the owner of the QTP
may make an excellent financial
aid strategy, it can backfire if Med-
icaid issues are a concern.

Similarly, it appears unlikely that
the QTP would be considered as
an available asset for the desig-
nated beneficiary. Note, it does
not seem possible to completely
avoid this risk by naming a supple-
mental needs trust (SNT) as the
beneficiary. While Code Sec. 529
allows any “person” to be an
owner, it only allows an “indi-
vidual” to be the designated
beneficiary.46

EGTRRA Sunset Uncertainty

EGTRRA sunsets after December
31, 2010, and, after that date, the
Internal Revenue Code is to be
administered as though EGTRRA

had never been passed. The fol-
lowing are changes made by
EGTRRA that affect QTPs: (1) the
exemption of earnings from fed-
eral income taxation; (2) the
inclusion of cousins in the defini-
tion of “member of the family”; (3)
rollover of QTP to another plan
without changing beneficiary; (4)
the inclusion of private institutions
as sponsors of QTPs; and (5) the
elimination of the requirement of
state-imposed penalties on
nonqualified distributions.

On September 4, 2002, the
House of Representatives rejected
legislation that would have made
permanent EGTRRA’s provisions
regarding QTPs and other educa-
tional incentives.47 In the unlikely
event that EGTRRA is unchanged
by December 31, 2010, it may be
appropriate to make the maximum
possible qualified distributions
before that date. After that date, it
appears that all of the earnings
would be taxable, even though the
earnings had accrued during a
period in which distributions
would have been exempt.

Estate Planning
Opportunities:
Changes and
Rollover
The account owner can change
the beneficiary designation at any
time, again, subject to the terms
of the particular program. This
makes a QTP an extremely flex-
ible vehicle for estate planning.

If the new beneficiary is a
“member of the family” of the old
beneficiary, there is no tax conse-
quence to the change.48 A member
of the family includes:
■ a son or daughter or a descen-

dant of either;
■ a stepson or stepdaughter;
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■ a brother, sister, stepbrother or
stepsister;

■ the father or mother, or an
ancestor of either;

■ a stepfather or stepmother;
■ a cousin (new in EGTRRA);
■ a son or daughter of a brother

or sister;
■ a brother or sister of a father

or mother;
■ a son-in-law, daughter-in-law,

father-in-law, mother-in-law,
brother-in-law or sister-in-law;

■ the spouse of the designated
beneficiary; or

■ the spouse of anyone de-
scribed above.49

If the account owner changes
the beneficiary to someone who
is not a member of the old
beneficiary’s family, the change
constitutes a nonqualified distri-
bution to the account owner.50 This

nonqualified distribution will
cause income taxation for the ac-
count owner. The distribution also
will be subject to the 10-percent
penalty unless the change was
prompted by the death, disability
or scholarship receipt of the prior
beneficiary.

If the new beneficiary is one or
more generations below51 the old
beneficiary, there is a gift tax event
even if the new beneficiary is a
member of the family of the old
beneficiary.52 The proposed regu-
lations indicate that the old
beneficiary is the donor for gift tax
purposes. Similarly, a GST event
occurs if the new beneficiary is
two or more generations below
the old beneficiary. It is unclear

from the regulation who the trans-
feror is if the new beneficiary is
not a member of the family of the
old beneficiary.

This proposed regulation can
cause some odd results as dem-
onstrated by the following
example.

Example 3. A sets up QTPs for
her two children, B and C.
Each plan starts with $50,000.
B does not go to college and
leads a life repugnant to A.
Forty-five years after the con-
tribution, when B is age 50,
the balance of the account has
grown to approximately $3.6
million given a 10-percent an-
nual return. A changes the
beneficiary of the QTP set up
for B, making the new benefi-
ciary C’s child, D. Because D

is a generation
below B, the
transfer is gift
taxable. Thus,
B made a tax-
able transfer of
$3.6 million
resulting in the
exhaustion of

B’s applicable exclusion
amount and a gift tax of
$1,275,000 under current law.
To make matters worse, A was
never required to notify B of
B’s original status as desig-
nated beneficiary or the
change in designation trigger-
ing the gift tax.

Clearly, a better result would be
for the account owner to be
considered the transferor under
these circumstances. However,
that would require a change in
the proposed regulations.
Meanwhile, this leaves the door
open for significant planning
opportunities as illustrated in the
following example.

Example 4. A has five chil-
dren,53 B, C, D, E and F. Each
child has a child of his or her
own, B1, C1, D1, E1 and F1. A
is quite wealthy and wishes to
benefit his grandchildren. Of
course, A can set up a QTP for
each of the five grandchildren.
Using five-year averaging and
spousal gift-splitting, A can
transfer $11,000 x 5 (grandchil-
dren QTPs) x 5 (five-year
averaging election) x 2 (gift-
splitting) using only annual
exclusions, or a transfer of
$440,000. Further, A can trans-
fer an additional total of
$440,000 into five QTPs for
each child using only annual
exclusions.54

This example seems relatively
straightforward. However, A then
can change the designated ben-
eficiary of each of the QTPs set
up for the children to a grandchild.
Because the child is the deemed
transferor, this will use the child’s
annual exclusions to cover the
deemed transfer to the grandchild.
If desired, this strategy could be
limited to changing the benefi-
ciary designation to grandchildren
to whom the child did not intend
to do other annual exclusion gift-
ing. For example, it is unlikely that
the children would be doing an-
nual exclusion gifting to their
nephews and nieces. This seems
to achieve a multiplication of an-
nual exclusion available to the
client without running afoul of the
reciprocal trust doctrine.55

This strategy could be ex-
tended further to set up QTPs for
family members whom the cli-
ent would not otherwise intend
to benefit. For example, if the
client wanted to transfer assets
to a QTP for his or her child, the
client could set up accounts for
the child’s cousins, i.e., the

Trust ownership of a QTP has many
advantages. The trust may contain a

spendthrift clause or special needs provisions
that may protect the assets from creditors.
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client’s nephews and nieces.
Later, the client could change the
beneficiary to his or her child.
The change would be to a mem-
ber of the original beneficiary’s
family, a cousin, resulting in no
triggering of income taxation.
Further, the change would be to
someone of the same generation,
resulting in no gift taxation.

Upon death of the beneficiary, the
account owner could make a dis-
tribution to the beneficiary’s estate
or to the account owner himself or
herself. Such a distribution would
be nonqualified but would not be
subject to the 10-percent penalty tax
because it falls within the safe har-
bor of the beneficiary’s death.56

Another option is to change the
beneficiary designation and leave
the funds in the account. As with
other changes in beneficiary desig-
nation, the new beneficiary must be
a “member of the family” of the old
beneficiary to avoid income taxa-
tion. Further, if the new beneficiary
is one or more generations below
the old beneficiary, there may be a
gift and/or GST tax.

Prior to EGTRRA, the account
owner could not roll over from
one state to another without
changing the beneficiary or it
would be treated as a nonqualified
distribution. Post-EGTRRA, an ac-
count can be rolled over from one
plan to another without
nonqualified distribution treat-
ment once in each 12 months per
beneficiary. Again, this is a per
beneficiary rule. This is illustrated
by the following example.

Example 5. C is the benefi-
ciary of two QTPs. One plan
was set up by A and the other
by B. If B chooses to roll his
QTP, A cannot do so within 12
months or face the conse-
quences of a nonqualified
distribution.

However, a rollover can be
achieved at any time as part of a
change of beneficiary. In other
words, if A in the above example
wanted to roll over the QTP for C
from Plan X to Plan Y, she could
change the beneficiary designa-
tion for the plan from C to C’s
cousin, D, and contemporane-
ously roll the plan to Plan Y.
Because D is a member of the
family of C and is not of a younger
generation, there should be no
income, gift or GST tax conse-
quences. Subsequently, A could
do another beneficiary change
from D back to C. Thus, A
achieves the rollover while avoid-
ing the nonqualified distribution
consequences.

Changing the account owner
raises different issues than chang-
ing the designated beneficiary. The
account owner is the person who
can authorize distributions,
change the designated beneficiary
and make distributions to himself
or herself (or itself).57 Thus, the
identity of the account owner can
be quite important. During the
account owner’s lifetime, most
programs do not allow a change
in the identity of the owner. Some
plans allow the owner to designate
a successor owner to manage the
account during periods of the
original account owner’s incapac-
ity.58 If the plan does not
specifically allow the designation
of a successor owner, it may be
wise to consider naming a trust as
the owner. Alternatively, the ac-
count owner’s agent under a
power of attorney may be given
authority to manage the account.

The transfer tax consequences of
a lifetime change of ownership are
unclear. It appears that such a
transfer should be gift and GST
taxable.59 However, if the account
owner already made a completed
gift of the assets, as provided in

Code Sec. 529(c)(2), how can he
or she make another gift of the
same assets? Further, it is not clear
if a contribution by someone other
than the account owner is a tax-
able gift to the account owner.
Again, this is not addressed by the
statute or the regulations.

It is not clear what happens if
the account owner takes a with-
drawal of funds contributed by
someone else. Code Sec. 529(c)(5)
provides that, except as specifi-
cally provided in Code Sec. 529,
distributions shall not be consid-
ered to be taxable gifts. Thus, it
appears that such a withdrawal
would not be taxable.

Trust Ownership
of the QTP
Code Sec. 529 allows any “per-
son” to establish a QTP and
become the account owner. Un-
der the Internal Revenue Code, a
“person” includes not only indi-
viduals, but also trusts and other
entities.60 Some QTPs allow
nonindividuals, such as a trust, to
establish plans.

In deciding whether to invest in
a QTP, the trustee would be bound
by the terms of the trust and the
applicable investment standard.
The trustee should consider (1) the
goals of the trust, (2) the applicable
investment standard (prudent per-
son/prudent investor), (3) the
investment choices inside the
plan, (4) the costs of the plan, (5)
the benefits of tax deferral, and (6)
the possibility of taxation and pen-
alty for nonqualified distributions.

Trust ownership of a QTP has
many advantages. The trust may
contain a spendthrift clause or
special needs provisions that may
protect the assets from creditors.
The account owner is a fiduciary
and cannot just withdraw the
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funds for his or her own purposes.
The assets must still be used for
the beneficiaries of the trust,
whether the distributions come
from the plan or from the trust it-
self. With a trust, it is simple to
have an enforceable way of hav-
ing the funds be available for the
education of multiple beneficia-
ries. With multiple QTPs outside
a trust, there is nothing to keep the
account owner from withdrawing
the assets, especially if the origi-
nal beneficiary has died or
otherwise has no need for the
funds. If the funds are removed
from the plan via a nonqualified
distribution, the funds would be
back in the donor’s estate if the
donor is an individual. With an
irrevocable trust as the account
owner, the funds remain outside
the scope of the transfer tax.

Trust ownership may also have
several disadvantages. Code Sec.
529 would not override the normal
gift tax rules for the transfer into the
trust. If the individual were to make
a direct contribution, it would
qualify for the five-year election,
while a contribution through an
irrevocable trust would not. If the
irrevocable trust did not have
Crummey61 powers, there would
be no present interest and no an-
nual exclusions available. If there
were nonqualified distributions to
be taxed to the account owner, the
trust would be the taxpayer. Of
course, the standard income tax
rules for trusts would apply.62 Dis-
tributions to a nongrantor trust
might be taxed at a higher marginal
rate (for example, if taxed to the
trust) or at a lower marginal rate
(for example, if taxed to a low-in-
come beneficiary) than the
grantor’s marginal rate.

In addition to the foregoing ad-
vantages and disadvantages, using
a trust as the plan owner intro-
duces additional uncertainties.

There is a very slight possibility
that the estate tax exclusion of
Code Sec. 529(c)(4)(A) does not
override the inclusion of assets in
a taxpayer’s estate by reason of
Code Secs. 2036–2038. Essen-
tially, Code Sec. 529 provides that
an interest in a QTP will not be
included in the estate of any indi-
vidual, except perhaps the
beneficiary. However, it is not
completely clear that this requires
the IRS to exclude that the value
of the QTP from the value of a
trust, which is included under
Code Secs. 2036–2038. Further, it
is unclear what happens if the trust
has an inclusion ratio of greater
than zero and the beneficiary of
the plan is a skip person. It appears
that there should not be a GST
event, but that is not certain.63 Fi-
nally, the interaction between
subchapter J and Code Sec. 529
is unclear. For example, it is un-
clear whether a distribution of
DNI occurs upon contribution by
the trust to the QTP or upon dis-
tribution from the plan to the
beneficiary.

Choosing a Plan
Code Sec. 529 has no requirement
of any nexus between the account
owner or designated beneficiary
and the state sponsoring the plan.
This lack of a nexus requirement
is important because of the differ-
ences in plans and applicable laws
in the various jurisdictions. Most
states allow anyone to establish an
account, regardless of residency.
A few states only allow residents
to be the account owners or ben-
eficiaries. Similarly, while there is
no restriction in Code Sec. 529 it-
self, a few plans require the
beneficiary to be under age 18
upon account establishment.

In addition to state law and plan
structure differences, plans vary

considerably in how they operate
from a financial perspective. Fees
vary from program to program.
Some plans charge an asset-based
annual fee to cover program ex-
penses. In most plans, there is an
asset-based annual fee for the in-
vestment services, similar to that
of a mutual fund. In some plans,
there is an asset-based wrap fee
that includes both the investment
and program expense compo-
nents. Some programs charge fees
to open an account or change a
beneficiary or other administrative
services.

Some states have more than one
program and the fee structure and
options may vary between pro-
grams in the same state. For
example, a state may have a di-
rect investment program offered
directly and a different program
sold only through a broker or fi-
nancial planner. Of course, the
state pays the broker or financial
planner a commission. This pro-
gram typically would have a
higher annual fee, a load or some
other way to make up the com-
mission paid. Similarly, the
program marketed through the
broker or financial planner may
have more flexibility or be other-
wise more desirable in order to
justify the additional fees.

Comparing QTPs
and Other
Strategies
There are several main strategies
that should be considered when
analyzing the benefits of QTPs.
These include:
■ client retention of the funds,
■ custodial UTMA/UGMA (Uni-

form Transfer to Minors Act/
Uniform Gift to Minors Act)
account (or outright gifts to an
adult child),
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■ FLP/LLC planning,
■ Code Sec. 2503(c) trust,
■ Crummey trust, and
■ Code Sec. 2503(e) transfers.

The following is a comparison
of the significant advantages and
disadvantages of the QTP vis-à-vis
these competitors on issues of
importance.

Client Control of Assets

A QTP allows the client to retain
complete control of the funds. As
account owner, the client can
change the beneficiary designa-
tion and can even use the assets
for himself or herself. However,
there may be a 10-percent pen-
alty for nonqualified distributions.
Client retention and Code Sec.
2503(e) gifting also would allow
the client to retain control of the
funds. An UTMA/UGMA account
would leave the client in control
only if the client were custodian,
resulting in estate tax inclusion.
The trustee, not the client, would
have control over the funds in the
trusts. While UTMA/trust fiducia-
ries may be realistically, though
not legally, controlled by the cli-
ent, the assets may only be used
for the purposes designated. The
client could retain control over
asset management with the FLP/
LLC strategy by retaining the gen-
eral partnership interest. However,
the client would not be able to
access all of the underlying value.

Investment Flexibility

A QTP account is limited to the of-
ferings of the plan and only cash
may be contributed. All of the other
strategies allow nearly complete
investment control, subject only to
fiduciary investment guidelines un-
der state law. To the extent the client
or fiduciary could achieve a greater
return with investment flexibility, tax
savings would be offset to the ex-
tent of the reduced return.64

Beneficiary’s Control of Assets
The designated beneficiary has no
rights in the QTP, even if he or she
is incurring qualifying education
expenses. A custodial account and
a Code Sec. 2503(c) trust give the
beneficiary control over the assets
at age 18 or 21. The beneficiary
would have no right to demand a
distribution from a completely dis-
cretionary Crummey trust. A
limited partnership interest leaves
the beneficiary little control. The
FLP/LLC interest can be gifted to
a discretionary trust to further limit
control.

Client’s Flexibility to Change

A QTP owner can change the ben-
eficiary at any time. Such a change
would incur no penalty if it were
to a member of the prior
beneficiary’s family. The client can
even take a complete distribution
to himself or herself. The custodial
account is fixed. The FLP interest,
once gifted, cannot be recalled.
However, the FLP interest could
be gifted in trust. This trust or a
Crummey trust can give broad dis-
cretion to the trustee or a special
co-trustee or trust protector to al-
low change. However, the client
would have to rely on others to
make the desired changes.

Income Taxation

Approximately one-half the states
provide an income tax deduction
for a QTP contribution. None of
the other strategies provide this.
The QTP earnings grow tax-de-
ferred. If distributions are made for
qualifying expenses, the earnings
are never taxed. With client reten-
tion and Code Sec. 2503(e),
income is taxed currently to the
client. With the trusts, income is
either taxed to the client/grantor,
the trust or the beneficiary, de-
pending upon the trust’s grantor
status and the availability of DNI.

With the custodial account, the
income is taxed to the child,
though at the parent’s rate if the
child is under age 14.

Gift Taxation

A QTP contribution qualifies for
a present interest annual exclu-
sion. However, unlike other
strategies, the client can make a
gift of five annual exclusions up
front by electing averaging. The
trusts and custodial account
would qualify for the annual ex-
clusion. The gift of the FLP/LLC
interest may not qualify for the
annual exclusion, depending
upon the restrictions in the docu-
ment.65 Code Sec. 2503(e)
transfers qualify for an unlimited
gift tax exclusion. Note a QTP
could be used in conjunction with
Code Sec. 2503(e) gifting. When
college years near, a client with
sufficient other assets could do
Code Sec. 2503(e) gifting for the
tuition from other resources while
using the QTP assets for all other
educational expenses. Finally, ju-
dicious use of changes in
beneficiary designation can reap
additional annual exclusions.

Estate Taxation

A QTP is not included in the es-
tate of the owner. Retained funds
and Code Sec. 2503(e) strategies
(prior to gifting) would be in-
cluded under Code Sec. 2033. The
custodial accounts and trusts
would not be included in the
grantor’s estate if structured prop-
erly. The FLP/LLC would not be
included unless structured poorly
and vulnerable to the IRS’s in-
creasingly successful arguments
under Code Sec. 2036.66

GST Taxation

A contribution to a QTP is a
present gift that qualifies for the
GST annual exclusion. A change
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in beneficiary would only result
in GST issues if the new benefi-
ciary is two or more generations
below the original beneficiary and
it exceeds any available annual
exclusion. Code Sec. 2503(e)
transfers are exempt from GST tax.
Gifts of FLP/LLC interests would
qualify for the GST annual exclu-
sion to the extent they qualified
for the gift tax annual exclusion.
Transfers in a Crummey trust
would not qualify for the GST an-
nual exclusion and would require
allocation of GST exemption to
maintain a zero inclusion ratio for
the trust. Transfers to a Code Sec.
2503(c) trust or custodial account
qualify for the GST annual exclu-
sion. Finally, as with gift tax annual

exclusions, judicious use of
changes in beneficiary can reap
additional GST annual exclusions.

Creditor Protection

The QTP is protected from the ac-
count owner’s creditors in some
states. The QTP is protected from
the beneficiary’s creditors. Assets
retained by the client are subject
to the client’s creditors. Assets in a
custodial account are subject to the
child’s creditors but not the
custodian’s creditors. Assets in an
FLP/LLC are not subject to the
parent’s creditors and are only sub-
ject to the child’s creditors to the
extent of an assignee interest in the
entity. Assets in the trusts are pro-
tected from the parent’s creditors.

The trust assets may be subject to
the beneficiary’s creditors if for
necessaries or child support, de-
pending on the jurisdiction.

Conclusion
Each client has his or her own
personal, financial and estate
planning goals. QTPs can be a
very powerful vehicle to help the
client achieve those goals. A
QTP can allow the client to re-
tain control while still achieving
income and transfer tax savings.
While QTPs are not for every
client or every situation, they
offer unique opportunities to
consider in light of your clients’
circumstances and goals.
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